2018 Program Grants
Over 30 Grants Supporting Parkinson’s Programming
Provided by the APDA MA Chapter in 2018, Including:

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Parkinson’s Good Start Program

CAPE CONSERVATORY
Sing for Joy, PSN/APDA Branch Program

DOPAFIT PARKINSON’S WELLNESS CENTER
Humanity Yoga—Parkinson’s Yoga

EMERSON CENTER FOR REHABILITATIVE AND SPORTS THERAPIES, EMERSON HOSPITAL
LOUD Crowd for Parkinson’s

GORDON COLLEGE CENTER FOR BALANCE AND MOBILITY
Persevering in Exercise for Individuals with Parkinson’s Disease (PEP)

GREENFIELD YMCA
Parkinson’s Community Wellness Classes

HAMPShIRE REGIONAL YMCA
Parkinson’s Cycle

JEWISH FAMILY AND CHILD SERVICES CHARLOTTe & RICHARD OKONOW
PARKINSON’S CENTER
Parkinson’s Family Support Program

LET YOUR YOGA DANCE
Let Your Yoga Dance for People with Parkinson’s

110 FITNESS
Monthly Bowling Outings & Art Escape Painting Workshops

PARKINSON’S CHORUS OF CENTRAL MA
PD Choir

PARKINSON’S FITNESS
Strength in Motion Classes

ROCK STEADY BOXING BOSTON
Rock Steady Boxing in Randolph, MA

ROCK STEADY BOXING PLYMOUTH COUNTY
Rock Steady Boxing in Plymouth, MA

SARGENT COLLEGE, BOSTON UNIVERSITY
APDA National Rehabilitation Center at Boston University

SMILE THROUGH ART
The Art Cart Painting Workshops in Mashpee, Southborough, Attleboro, Easthampton, Lexington, & Worcester

SOUTH SHORE CONSERVATORY
SSC PD Choir in Hingham, MA

SPAULDING REHABILITATION CENTER CAPE COD
Parkinson’s Good Start Program

SPAULDING OUTPATIENT CENTER IN ORLEANS, MA
PD HIT and Parkinson’s Wellness Program

TUFTS UNIVERSITY
Dance for Healthy Aging with Parkinson’s Disease

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Parkinson’s Disease Swallowing and Communications Group